Final Presentations/Demos

- Final 3 days of class (Weds, Mon, Weds) – attendance mandatory
- 10 min presentations (+1min for questions)
  - Problem/solution; key technologies; demo
  - Record demo (will be turned in w/ your final project anyway) as a backup in case things fail during the presentation
    - Live demo must be attempted however
- Any number of people can present
- Evaluation (per team)
  - Demo works and provides detail on what has been accomplished
  - Presentation is clear
  - All members present
  - No laptop issues (tested ahead of time)
  - As close to 10 minutes (not going over) as possible (ie you have practiced it)

- Final project due June 6th by midnight
  - Expectations and turn in details are here: https://sites.cs.ucsb.edu/~cs48/projects.html (at bottom)